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What are your values for 
Ethereum localism?
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The Dynamics of Purposeful Change: A Model

Distinctions and Analogies: Mapping Social System Identity

Recursively Contextual Identity: A Variant Formulation of First- and Second-Order

regime: a pattern of 
identity and viability  

logics: factors that 
recursively stabilize a 
regime by attracting the 
participation of individuals 
and organizations 

social attractor: a 
constellation of logics



logics commodity organic local

narrative “feed the world” “sustainable” “resilient”

distribution 
network global global regional 

values
price, 

fungibility, 
efficiency, 

convenience

environmental 
stewardship

place,  
conviviality, 

trust

driver of 
environmental 
performance

market  
innovation

third-party 
certification

social  
feedbacks



price  

fungibility 

convenience 

efficiency

commodity systems

debt: among producers (farmers, ranchers, fishers) 

concentrations: land ownership, supply chain goods/services

soil: erosion, degradation 

water: depletion, pollution, eutrophication 

diversity: monocultures

commodity food systems — “race to the bottom”
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“End of day result will mean that 
we have no national food security.” 

“When milk powder finds its real cost, 
where there are no subsidies in the 
first world -- in Europe or North 
America -- it will be more expensive 
than the milk we currently produce.  

“What do we do in the meanwhile? 
We go out of business.” 

-- Dairy Farmer (~35:00)

2001 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Life_and_Debt



strategies for avoiding commodity traps 
through producer premiums  

civil society: certifications 
(e.g., fair trade, organic)  

state: subsidies 
(e.g., USDA Conservation Reserve) 

producers: collective agreements  
(e.g., Int’l Coffee Agreement) 

>> How about local?



Karl Kupers (2005) 

“Wheat is generally priced through 
the commodity exchanges in Chicago, 
Kansas City and Minneapolis. But I 
said, ‘We're not going to use the 
commodity prices.’ I looked at the 
miller and said, ‘How do you price 
your product?’ And he said, ‘Well, I 
figure my cost of production and add 
a reasonable rate of return.’ I looked 
over at the baker, and he said the 
same thing. So I said, that’s just what 
we're going to do.”





vision-policies-indicators organizer training farm to school

foodshed scenario 
mapping

ag-of-the-middle 
gap analysis

foodhubsindigenous/
traditional foods



   PROVOCATION ? 

How might currency design enable 
greater producer participation in 

local-regional food systems?



bonus drinking game: weird the matrix



   PROVOCATION ? 

Draw a 2x2 matrix.  

Label one axis: abundant and scarce (nonrivalrous and rivalrous). 

Use the lingo of currency design to label the other axis. 

What are the four quadrants?

abundant 
(nonrivalrous)

scarce 
(rivalrous)

??


